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SALE
Wet bench for expansion as
wet etching or galvanic bench
for vacuum and TRIO wafer holders

WAFER-PRO

4 basins with overflow.
Flexible inflow from below

Recommended: LabVIEW control software with masks for each basin
BECKEN 1

BECKEN 2

BECKEN 3

BECKEN 4

KOH

ALARM

Temperatur ist 78,0 ° C
Umlauf

ein

Heizung

ein

Nachfüllen

soll

82,0 ° C

aus

Deckel
SYSTEMZEIT
08 : 32 : 11 h

0,5 ° C

aus
TRANSPORT

TAGESZEIT
16 : 30 : 20 Uhr

Horizontal track with vertical stroke
And holder over 4 basins

STOP

Basic price: 10,000, - €
Wet bench as described below,
Conversion, or further equipment by arrangement.
Subject to prior sale.
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Wet bench: WAFER PRO 4/6
Wet bench with a variable holder for 2 "up to 6" wafer holders
The line consists of:
- a stainless steel skeleton with PP sheathing,
- a working surface with 4 cascades,
- various storage areas and storage areas under the work area,
- an N2 hand shower,,
- a DI water hand shower,
- An interface for connecting e.g. working-, reference-, counterelectrodes to a potentiostat
(supply of potentiostats on request),
- one interface for DI input, N2 input, vacuum input, H2O input, channel output,
- a control box for power supply,
- (delivery of a control computer on request),
- a variable recording head for 2" up to 6" wafer holders, (number of items on request),
- a handling track with horizontal run and vertical stroke,
- an operator-guided and semi-automatic process sequence, i.e. Implementation in
following basins after each process step (not monitored) is possible by using LabView.
Outer dimensions
- length approx. 2.160 mm, width approx. 1.000 mm, height approx. 2,300 mm
Working surface
- about 2,000 mm x 800 mm,
- working height 900 mm - 950 mm adjustable,
- material PP welded, with draining device,
- all basins are inserted and welded,
- working surface illuminated.
Basin 1 e.g. for KOH or electroplating
- material: PP welded, l = 320 x b = 350 x t = 210mm
- manual filling with pre-mixed medium,
- emptying into the internal neutralization,
(NOT YET INCLUDED: pump, for example AlmaTec, Pillar, etc.
- level monitoring with limit value alarm, heating (parts are included),
- temperature measurement and regulation / overheat protection, vertical flow through
circulation pump, flow monitor in inlet,
- filtering in drainage (housing with cartridge is attached))
- Cover: 2pieces, PP welded, moved by servo motor with adjustable water circulation
cooling and pressure reducer.
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Basin 2 cascade, e.g. rinse with DI water
- material: PP welded,
- valve controled inlet, vertical through-flow,
- emptying via gravity into internal neutralization,
- (NOT INCLUDED: additional nozzles for blowing in N2,
- heating, e.g. 1 kW, for 40 ° C - 60 ° C, +/- 2 ° C with timer for preheating time,
- temperature measurement and control,
- conductance measurement in drainage.)

Basin 3 e.g. H2So4, a.s.o.
- material: PP welded, l = 320 x b = 350 x t = 210mm
- manual filling with pre-mixed medium,
- emptying into internal neutralization,
(NOT YET INCLUDED: pump, for example AlmaTec, Pillar, etc.
- level monitoring with limit alarm, heating
- temperature measurement and regulation / overheat protection, vertical through-flow,
circulation pump,
- flow monitor in inflow,
- filtering in drainage (housing with cartridge)
- cover, PP welded, movement manual.
Basin 4 Cascade e.g. rinse with DI water
- material: PP welded,
- valve controled inlet,
- emptying via gravity into the internal neutralization, vertical through-flow with flow
control,
- conductance measurement in drainage.
Handling system
- handling track with horizontal run over all basins and vertical stroke, variable pick-up
head for our wafer holders,
- the supply for wafer holders (e.g. current for wafers and electrodes) is effected centrally
from above.
Wafer holder (NOT INCLUDED)
- 2", 3 ", 4" or 6 " versions BASIC, PLUS, PLUS / E or PLUS / G
can be used for chemical etching or galvanic processes,
with complete wafer backside protection
Control console (computer) (must be reconfigured)
- for input of all process variables, linked to menu navigation via masks on WIN basis,
- touch screen color monitor 11 ",
- start and control buttons for individual process steps or process variables (also data
displays, for example temperature in basin 1, etc.), control of lid movement, etc.
N2 hand shower
- with spiral hose, placed in the removal area.
DI hand shower
- with spiral hose, placed in the removal area.

Floor tub
- detector for liquids when basin is leaking.
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Nozzle for extraction by suction
- above 1st basin, possible also downwards through the working surface,
Power supply
- switchbox for 400V/25A power supply, residual current circuit breaker, emergency stop
switch,
Storage space
- under working surface a storage room can be closed with doors,
- 2 drawers under working surface.
Costs: Basic price 10,000, - €
Wet bench as described, set up on site (Germany only ), instruction on site (Germany only ),
documentation.
Conversion, or further equipment after consultation. Separate offer.
Subject to prior sale.
Red components are not included in the basic price!
Delivery terms:
FCA Lohfelden, Incoterms 2010
Our standard terms and conditions apply.
Payment terms
50% with order
40% upon delivery
10% upon acceptance by the customer, latest 30 days after delivery
Date of delivery
according to arrangement
Warranty
12 months
Consumables excluded
damage caused by improper handling excluded
warranty begins on the day of acceptance,
latest 30 days after delivery.
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WAFER PRO BENCH 4/6
Bank mit einer variablen Aufnahme für 4” und 6” Wafer Halter
bench with variable pick-up-system for 4” and 6” wafer holder
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Drainage
drain 1 1/2”
DI-Eingang
DI-input 0,314”
N2-Eingang
N2-input 0,314”
Power 230V/50Hz
Kühlwassereingang/-ausgang
cooling
-input/-output 0,314”
Elektroden
electrodes clinch
Signaleingang/
-ausgang - Computer
signal-input/
-output - computer
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KOH-Becken ohne Deckel
KOH-basin without cover plate
Be- / Entstückung
load / unload area
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Schublade drawer
Steuerungskonsole
master control terminal
Spülbecken rinsing basin
KOH-Becken mit Deckelkühlung
KOH-basin
with cover plate cooling
Reserve technical changes. Stand: 27.08.12
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Process basin with overflow / cascade and exchangeable flow

Heater

Replaceable inflow

Control PC, main switch, conductivity meter

The interface for use in electro-chemical processes

